Induction and repair of radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks in human fibroblasts are not affected by terminal differentiation.
It was studied for human skin fibroblasts, whether the induction or repair of DNA double-strand breaks (dsb) depend on the differentiation status. These studies were performed (a) with a fibroblast strain (HSF1) kept in progenitor state (mitotic fibroblasts, MF) or triggered to premature terminal differentiation (postmitotic fibrocytes, PMF) by exposure to mitomycin C or (b) with 20 fibroblast strains differing intrinsically in their differentiation status. The differentiation status was quantified by determining the fraction of postmitotic fibrocytes by light microscopy. DNA dsb were measured by constant-field gel electrophoresis, and the fraction of apoptotic cells by comet assay. MF and PMF cultures of HSF1 cells were irradiated with X-ray doses up to 160 Gy, and dsb were measured either immediately after irradiation or after a repair incubation of 4 or 24 h. There were a difference neither in the number of initial nor residual dsb. PMF cultures, however, showed a slightly higher number of dsb already present in non-irradiated cells, which was measured to result from a small fraction of 5% apoptotic cells. The 20 analysed fibroblast strains showed a substantial variation in the fraction of postmitotic fibrocytes (9-51%) as well as in the number of dsb remaining at 24 h after irradiation (1.9-4.9%), but there was no correlation between these two parameters. These data demonstrate that for fibroblasts the terminal differentiation has an effect neither on the induction nor the repair of radiation-induced dsb. This result indicates that the variation in dsb-repair capacity previously observed for fibroblast strains and which was considered to be the main cause for the variation in the cellular radiosensitivity, cannot be ascribed to differences in the differentiation status.